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Great book, highly recommended ***** â€”Mystery Author/Reviewer Cy WyssMilhomme's historical
Boston is rich and inviting, and the main characters are well-rounded and unique, yet familiar, like
old friends. The mystery is enriched by the codes that need to be unraveled, an area that Milhomme
has obviously studied well. One of the best historical mysteries! ***** â€”Reviewer/Blogger Saradia
Chatterjeeâ€¦In fact, I have even added some quotes from this book to my favorite quotesâ€™
collectionâ€¦In their college days, three friends created the Sleuthhound Club to solve local mysteries
and crimes, but only one of the friends turned that early hobby into a profession. Inspector Tuohay
of the Royal Irish Constabulary has seen a lot of action in his line of business, including the
infamous crime that shattered his careerâ€”the amazing theft of the Templar Diamond.Now six years
after the theft in 1902, new evidence surfaces as key players (including Tuohay) receive mysterious
invitations to "The Chase" for the missing Diamond. And who better to help Tuohay find the missing
artifact than the members of his old club?Danger, betrayal, cyphers, ploysâ€¦and murder. Crack the
code. Solve the murders. Find the stolen Templar Diamond. And stay alive. All in a day's work. Try
your hand at finding the hidden Templar Diamond by following the clues within the novel, and
beyond. Readers and reviewers agreeâ€”Grace and Disgrace is a mystery that keeps you guessing
until the very end.
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Grace and Disgrace by Kayne Milhomme - A Review by HM FlathAfter 20 years the three trusted
friends and partners from their college Sleuthound Club days, come together in Boston to untangle
a mystery surrounding the disappearance of the Templar Diamond which occurred approximately
six years ago. The invitation to partake in the search received by Jack Tuohay leads to untangling
mysterious murders, lies and deceptions, secrets of the past and personal vendettas.The primary
character Jack Tuohay, super sleuth of the Royal Irish Constabulary and liaison with Scotland Yard,
is the sole member of the trio who continued with â€˜sleuthingâ€™ work as a career. He is indeed
the Sherlock Holmes or the Inspector Clouseau complete with his trench coat, an undetermined
lung ailment, a limp and a silver tipped walking cane who provides leadership and the insights in
solving the mystery. John Eldredge a true statistician and a master of numbers, moved into
government work generating population and agriculture statistics, writing telegram and pocket
codexes. His role became one of searching out information, studying and deciphering codes and
helping Tuohay wherever and whenever he could. Eliza Wildingâ€™s career became colorful, tied to
the arts and stage. She brightened up the trio with her quick wit, her impeccable observation skills
and her catching appearance along with her ability to take on any task required, including the tough
physical ones. All three of the super sleuth characters are strong and likeable, carefully crafted and
consistent throughout the story.The reader is plunged immediately into the story in the very
beginning chapter with the initial mysterious meeting. I was caught and from there was motivated to
read on!
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